Introduction.
Let Wm be the polynomial algebra Z2 [wi, w2, ■ • • , wm] where Wi, w2, • • • , wm are indeterminants and Z2 denotes the integers modulo two. We make V?m into a graded algebra by the condition: dim w, = i. For each differentiable wz-manifold Af let Tl>M:-Wm-+H*(M; Zi) be the algebra homomorphism defined by 4>m(wí) = IF,-where Wt is the ith Stiefel Whitney class of Af. If 9TCm is some class of differentiable »re-manifolds let I(Mm) = H ker ^M: M E 3Hm.
Thus 7(3Iïm) is the ideal of polynomial relations satisfied by the Stiefel Whitney classes of all the manifolds in 9TCm. Let 9lm be the class of CM, compact, jw-manifolds without boundary. An unsolved problem is the determination of I(3lro) for each m. If A is a graded algebra, Aq will denote its elements of dimension q. By dimensional considerations, 7(3Hm)a = 'Wm,3 for q>m. In [2] Dold has shown that all the elements of 7(9lm)m can be obtained from the Wu formulas. For low values of m one can also show that all the elements of I(yim) come from the Wu formulas (the writer has checked this for m ^5), but it is an unsolved problem whether this is true in general. In this paper we prove a conjecture of Dold, namely: Theorem I. 7(9tm)4 = 0, if 2q^m.
In fact we prove the following: Lemma 1.1. For each integer m there is a compact, CM m-manifold M (M may be chosen with or without boundary) such that 4>M-.'Wm,9-*H< (M',Zi) is an injection for 2q S| m.
The construction of Af satisfying 1.1 makes use of the following construction which the writer understands is similar to one defined by Barry Mazur. Recall the mapping cylinder C¡ of a continuous function/: X-^Y is the identification space formed from XX[0, l]UF by identifying (x, 1) and f (x) for each xCX. We also identify x and (x, 0) so that XCCf. Let K be a CW complex. A C°° manifold Af with boundary N will be called a tubular neighborhood of K if there is a continuous function F: N-+K such that Cf is the underlying topological space of Af, the inclusion map of NX [0, 1) into Af is differentiable of class C°° and the inclusion of K in Af is a C°° embedding on each open cell of K. If X is a topological space, A CX, i: A-+X is the inclusion map and £ is a bundle over X, then the induced bundle over A, j*£, will be denoted by £| A. For any differentiable manifold Af, r(Af) will denote its tangent bundle.
Theorem II. If K is a finite, n dimensional CW complex, r¡ is a real mplane bundle over K and 2n^m, then there is a finite CW complex K' and a homotopy equivalence g:K'-+K such that K' has an m-dimensional tubular neighborhood M for which g*r¡ and t(M) \ K' are equivalent.
As will be seen in the proof of Theorem II, roughly speaking, K' is obtained from K by deforming the attaching maps of the cells of K.
In §3 we show that 1.1 follows from II by taking K to be [m/2] skeleton of 730m, the classifying space of the orthogonal group Om, and 77 to be the mplane bundle over K induced from the canonical ra-plane bundle over 730m.
Remark. Let 9l" be the subclass of 9lm consisting of the orientable manifolds. By the same techniques as are used to prove Theorem I one can show that 7(9l"l)" = \wi\q if 2q ^ m and {W\} is the ideal generated by W\. One uses the same argument as is used for Theorem I except that one uses BSOm in place of 730m. Roughly speaking, attaching Ep+lXEm~p~x to Afi as a handle consists in pasting SpXEm"p-]-C£p+1X£","i"1 to TVi via h. This is more or less what we do except that we enlarge SpXEm~p~l a little in order to smooth out corners and keep track of the mapping cylinder structure. To do this we first paste Ép+1XEm~p-1 to S'XE^p^XI and then paste the result to Afi via h. This first step we do for p = 1 and m = 2 and then obtain the construction for arbitrary p and m by rotating everything in sight. The whole construction can be understood if one draws a careful picture for p = 1 and m = 2 (see Figure 1 ).
I> S'XE'XI Figure 1 Let a, ß, y: R-+R be C* functions with the following properties: a is even, increasing on i^O, a(0) = l/2 and a(t)-t for ¿^3/4. ß is odd, increasing on |f| ^3/4, /3'(0) = 1 and ß(t) = 1 for iè3/4. y is odd, increasing on ¿^3/4, 7(1) = 1 and y(t) = Q for |i| ^3/4. Consider the curve c: 7?->7?XT? defined by c(t) = (a(i)i /3(0)-eis a "C" shaped curve with arms x^ 3/4, y= ±1 and passing through (1/2; 0) . Let FiCT^XTi1 be all points p of the form:
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where i = 0, 1, 0 5¡s<l and \t\ <1. Fi is the intersection of T^XTS1 and the "inside" of c together with reflection of this set through the y axis. Let m: Fi->5°X£1X7 be defined as follows: PÁP) = ((-I)', sy(t) + (I -s)t, s)
where p is given as above.
The following observation may be helpful in understanding the formulas to follow. Let Z=(S°XElXI)yJ(Ë1XE1) with pi(x, y) and (x, y) identified for each (x, y)C Vx. Then the following line segments define a mapping cylinder structure on Z.
(1 -t)(x, ± 1) 4-lißix), 0)CÈ1XE\ 0 Ú t £ 1, * e È\ (+1, ±l,l)CS°X £1X7, 0^/rgL
In Figure 1 we indicate how È^XE1 is pasted to S°X7i1X7 to form Z. Af2 is easily seen to be a C00 manifold with boundary N2 where iV2 = (Ni -h(S" X Em-"~1)) U 7>+* X Sm-P~2.
The only questionable behavior goes on around Tvi and here we already know it is locally Euclidean. Let K2 = KiVJEp+1 with x and Ff(x) identified for each xCSp. Embed Ep+l in Ep+lXEm~p-1 by identifying x and (x, 0). This embedding together with the embedding of TCi in Afi embeds K2 in Af2. Let F2: N2 -»7?2 be defined as follows:
ßdxD-^j-, |x| á3/4, (x, y) C 7>+1 X 5m-"-2. F2(x,y) = (w ^l*!^1) y(\x\)y,l 3/4^ |x| < 1; [August Finally let g : Cp^Mi be defined as follows : g(u, t) = (u,t) Og/gl uENih(Sp X ¿&"-*-1)
g(x, y, t) = (l-t)(x,y) + t(-^-r,y(\x\)y\ t < 1, F2(x, y), t= 1; (x,y)E Ë^1 X Sm-"-2.
Although somewhat tedious, it is fairly easy to check that F2 and g are well defined, g is a homeomorphism, g\ N2X [0, 1) is C°° and the inclusion map of Ëp+1 in Af2 is a Cw embedding. Hence we have: Let <p: t(M2) \ 7£2->t? be the bundle map defined as follows:
By (2.3) and (2.4) 0 is well defined. Therefore r(Af2) | K2 and r¡ are equivalent.
Proof of Theorem II. Let K he a finite, re-dimensional CW complex and let r(K) be the number of cells in K of positive dimension. We prove by induction on r, if r¡ is real wi-plane bundle over K and 2n^m, then there is a finite, «-dimensional CW complex K' and a homotopy equivalence g: K'-^K such that r(K') = r(K) and K' has a tubular neighborhood Af for which 7-(Af)|7C and g*t\ are equivalent. 
